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An AI  Platform
integrating imaging data
and models,  supporting
precision care through

prostate cancer ’s
continuum
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CONSORTIUMCONSORTIUMAt a glanceAt a glance 

 

 

 In Europe, prostate cancer (PC) is
the second most frequent type of
cancer in men and the third most
lethal. Current clinical practices
often lead to overdiagnosis and

overtreatment, necessitating
more effective tools for optimal

management of the disease. 
 

The EU-funded ProCAncer-I
project proposes to develop

advanced artificial intelligence
models to address unmet clinical

needs: diagnosis, metastases
detection and prediction of

response to treatment.  
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The ProCAncer - I Project brings togetherThe ProCAncer - I Project brings together

20 world-renowned partners in prostate20 world-renowned partners in prostate

cancer imaging, world leaders in Artificialcancer imaging, world leaders in Artificial

Intelligence and innovative SMEs. TheirIntelligence and innovative SMEs. Their

key objective is to design and deliver ankey objective is to design and deliver an

AI Platform, integrating imaging data andAI Platform, integrating imaging data and

models, in order to accelerate themodels, in order to accelerate the

progress in PCa precision care throughprogress in PCa precision care through

prostate cancer’s continuum.prostate cancer’s continuum.

ClinicalClinical

Identify prostate cancer with high accuracy,Identify prostate cancer with high accuracy,

as early as possible, to stratify patientsas early as possible, to stratify patients

according to disease aggressiveness and toaccording to disease aggressiveness and to

tailor therapy (or non-therapy) based on thetailor therapy (or non-therapy) based on the

risk of progression, comorbidities and liferisk of progression, comorbidities and life

expectancyexpectancy

TechnicalTechnical

Create a unique dataset in terms of dataCreate a unique dataset in terms of data

quantity, quality and diversity to be used forquantity, quality and diversity to be used for

model development and validationmodel development and validation

The goal is to address crucial clinicalThe goal is to address crucial clinical

questions related to prostate cancerquestions related to prostate cancer

management through the diseasemanagement through the disease

continuum and to deliver a novel cloudcontinuum and to deliver a novel cloud

based infrastructure enabling improvedbased infrastructure enabling improved

diagnosis, treatment and follow-up withdiagnosis, treatment and follow-up with

the use of AI based solutions thatthe use of AI based solutions that

contribute to more precise andcontribute to more precise and

personalised management of prostatepersonalised management of prostate

cancer.cancer.


